Overseas PCS Travel with Pets

- It is your responsibility to ensure your pet has all the required vaccinations/paperwork. Base Vet can be reached at 6-6354

- All costs for Pet Travel is your responsibility! There is no entitlement for Pet Travel, so costs are at your expense.

- TMO will make every effort to ensure your pets travel with you, however, your circumstances may not allow this.
  - If the pets cannot travel with you, you will need to make alternate arrangements for Pet Travel.

- Pet spaces on the Patriot Express-AMC Chartered Aircraft usually “sell out” 3 months out. Get that Port Call Sheet to TMO immediately! (Lack of pet space will not be a reason to allow you commercial travel)

- Patriot Express-AMC Chartered Aircraft allows 2 pets per family. Additional pets will be on a Space Available basis. Only Dogs and Cats are allowed. No other type of pets are allowed (snakes, birds, hamsters, etc.).